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Happy Mother’s Day
It was a busy April around here, but a good one.
We had not one but two major food safety
inspections recently and did well. Very well in
fact with almost perfect scores. To accomplish
what we have done one must take into
consideration FDA/USDA suggested guidelines,
many of which have been upgraded due to recent
romaine recalls/warnings. I’m still not sure if we
had an actual recall. The most recent guidance
suggests overhead watering must be from a
filtered/potable source. Makes sense, so now
armed with that knowledge we must make sure
our growers are following that guidance.
It’s a new requirement, so many fields third party
inspectors don’t have a section for that yet so in
some cases we had to issue supplemental sign
offs to put in their files. This has been no little
thing. I could go on for quite some time about the
new programs the crew had to gear up for, enough
to say we have some real hero’s here. Luis, take a
bow. Thousands of pages of documents, all
updated, signed and filed where we could present
them when asked, WOW. Blanca, good job
initiating some of the new tasks and just hanging
in there, Marco, does training tasks. Never a dull
moment, when we’re not training, we’re
retraining. We have this thing called a night shift,
the ones that help to fill all the late orders.

Raul/Richard we couldn’t make this work without
you, thanks much. There’s always a mock recall
task to be done during an audit. Thanks Jason, for
making it look so easy. Nap works closely with
Carrie with Ceres International to keep our
supplier approvals/inspections up to date. Every
farm, every field must meet all food safety
requirements, thanks Nap.
Many folks are tasked with oversight of various
elements of our food safety programs. This
includes basically everything. It’s Vince’s job to
check on us to make sure all the reports, hundreds
of them are done correctly and timely. This is one
of an auditors focal points, again no comments or
suggestions by the auditor. Good job, thanks
Vince. What we have accomplished in food safety
is not equaled, thanks to the greatest crew in the
industry. Maintaining a food safety program is an
arduous task indeed. To create food safety
programs takes a real sick mind. Spend your spare
time reading volumes of white papers,
government reports, being part of the different
industry boards, visiting multiple countries testing
soil and water, well that would be Dr. Kolb our
chief science officer and designer of our food
safety programs. Thanks Karl

Steve Del Masso
President
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Celery – Prices HAVE NOT backed off at
all! The prognostication of when we will see
some respite from the outrageous prices
WILL NOT happen until June. Growers in
Santa Maria and Oxnard are pulling out all
stops to meet market requirements and yet
they are still falling short.

Green Onions – Supply has improved
significantly over the last 30 days and there is
still room for additional improvement. Prices
are back down to normal levels.

Red, White & Yellow Onions – The

Iceberg Lettuce – Now that we are
fully into Salinas grown Iceberg the outlook is
rosy. Current quality is good and improving a
bit more with each new pick. Demand is
strong and growers are easily filling every
order.

market is working through the last remnants
of the NW Onion crop still in storage. Prices
are up above last year’s and getting firmer.
Fortunately, I’ve been able to land a few loads
of Reds and Yellows from Texas which is
greatly alleviating the strain. The Bakersfield
and SoCal Onion harvest will begin the last
week of May and then, in June, Stockton will
join the fray.

Romaine, Red, Green & Butter
Lettuce – All four Lettuces are now
originating from the rich fertile soil of the
Salinas Valley. Overall quality is sound and
will only get better.

Red & Green Cabbage – Green
Cabbage from Santa Maria and Oxnard is
back to normal cost and supply levels. On
the flip side, Mother Nature has not been too
kind to Red Cabbage and the market is
reacting by pushing up price levels.

Cauliflower

&

Broccoli

–

The
weather has been close to glorious the last
three weeks, especially for growers in
Salinas. The Cauliflower transition is going
along effortlessly with an ample overlap of
product still obtainable from Santa Maria.
Broccoli is now arriving from nearby Salinas
as well and quality is nice with a consistent
dark green color.

Root Vegetables – I am bringing in
Roots from both the Northwest and
Bakersfield. The quality differences between
the two areas are undiscernible.

Butternut SQUASH (Organic &
Conventional) – For the 1st half of the
month Butternut Squash will be in limited
supply. A new growing area in Mexico will be
ready around mid-month.
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Russet Potatoes – We still have days,

Lemons – There are plenty of Lemons

weeks and months before we get to the
California summer Russet Potato crop. In an
attempt to slow down demand and stretch
what inventory is remaining, shippers are
systematically raising prices.

around, just not small ones. 165…200…235…
case count Lemons are on the low end of the
availability scale and high up on the price
scale. We won’t be considering a Chile
grown Lemon until July.

Fingerling Potatoes – The Bakersfield

Carrots – I’m still enjoying the ability to

Fingerling season is only 5 weeks away. With
ample inventories of product still residing in
the Northwest the transition will be a smooth
one.

pull Carrots from both Arizona and
Bakersfield. Where I get my next load or two
is totally dependent on overall quality and
value. Prices are competitive.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – I made a

Asparagus – We probably just witnessed

call to Livingston and they said they are
getting close to the back walls of their
storage bunkers. They assured me they will
keep us fully stocked until they start
unearthing their 2019 crop in June.

Potatoes of Color – With warm
weather finally settling into Northern
California, Delta/Stockton Potato farmers are
becoming more optimistic about the timing of
their harvests. A couple growers let it be
known they plan on digging for Red and
Yukon Potatoes as early as mid-month.

Papayas – Hawaiian Papayas shipments
hit a major hiccup due to abysmal shelf life
issues. All shipments were stopped for 7
days during the investigation. By the time you
read the newsletter the situation should be
fully resolved.

Oranges – The Winter/Spring season is at
the point we get to enjoy one last big push
brought about by the arrival of the Late Lane
variety of Navel Oranges. Volumes are high,
and the month of May represents a great
opportunity for promotions. As soon as the
Late Lanes are done, we will move into
California Valencias.

Texas Ruby Red Grapefruit – The
California Grapefruit season is starting later
than usual this year which means we will be
using Texas fruit for a while longer. Current
estimates are pegging July as the start of the
2019 California season. Until then, Texas will
be our go to source.
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the last pallets of commercially available
Stockton/Delta grown Asparagus. With the
tremendous cost for labor in Northern
California, the last major Delta Grass grower
made the heart crunching decision and ran a
tractor pulling an array of discs through their
Asparagus fields.
Their new goal is to
embark on the multiyear process of prepping
the soil to accept a new crop. With cheaper
labor available in Mexico and southern
Salinas it was very difficult to compete and
remain profitable.

Avocados – The California Haas season
has finally achieved a supply level where the
market can be considered fully saturated.
Quality is not yet excellent but it’s on the way
there. Mexico is still sending product north
to help satiate demand. Prices will settle
down once we get past the 5th of May
celebrations.
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White & Yellow Corn – The 2019
California Corn season has kicked off! For the
past few years, I used this day as a reminder to
clean and prep my BBQ grill for the upcoming
summer months. I can’t wait to throw on my first
dozen ears of White and Yellow Corn lathered in
butter, wrapped in aluminum foil and cooked to a
steamy perfection.

hoping for May to be the mark when Round and
Roma Tomatoes would be plentiful and of good
quality; I was being overly optimistic.
The
struggle and challenges continue. I don’t expect
to see a California grown Round or Roma
Tomato until mid-June at the earliest.

Red, Green, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
We are over the rough times! The Bell Pepper
season is back in California and it will only get
easier and better from here on out. Green Bells
are plentiful and of wonderful quality.
Domestically grown Yellow and Red Bells, at the
earliest, won’t arrive until the 2nd week of May
and possibly not until the first of June. I will
continue to pull the best of the best of the Red
and Yellow Bells from Mexico.

Varietal Tomatoes (SMALL) – May is

PAPAYAS – So far, 2019 has been a very

poised to be another super month for Varietal
Tomatoes. They are plentiful, beautiful and
represent a good value with the Sugar Plum
variety being the standout for sweetness and
pricing. As we get into June, We should see
SoCal fruit come into season.

good year for Mexico Papayas. Prices are
competitive and affordable. The current exported
variety is the Marigold Papaya.

Round & Roma TOMATOES – I was

SQUASH – The California fresh Squash
season has officially kicked off. The first pallets
of Zucchini and Yellow Squash we received were
amazingly fresh and beautiful. Santa Maria
growers instantly ended all thoughts of using an
import.

CUCUMBERS – May should be a fairly
competitive month for Cucumbers. Two major
growing regions in Mexico, Central Mexico and
Baja, are going after our produce dollars with
verve and conviction.
The domestic Hot House/English Cucumber
market is being supplied by a variety of growers
and labels. Quality is solid.

EGGPLANT – The Coachella Eggplant

LIMES – For the next short while, Lime prices

season is underway. I will use Coachella grown
product for the next 30-45 days. It all hinges on
when Fresno growers begin to harvest.

will remain strong. All hints are pointing to the
2nd week of May as the timeline for wholesale
costs to recede back to normal. Demand for the
Key Limes is on the rise as well; as many
markets are pushing the smaller variety to
substitute for the Persian.

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – It’s
time to promote, feature and herald the use of
Green Beans. Coachella is producing a really
nice-looking Green Bean that is a solid runner up
to a more local bean. In addition, Mexico
continues to send up a good quality Green Bean.
Take advantage of the overlap between the two
growing regions and promote them. Dwelley
Farms mentioned they are anticipating the 1st
week of June to be the start of their season. I
can’t wait!

Chili PEPPERS – Prices have softened
and will remain so for at least through May and
possibly into June.
The move back into
California won’t happen until late June to early
July.
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Watermelons – Mexico will be our source
for Watermelons through the month of May. Due to
the growing conditions during the beginning of the
year in CA, the local growers cannot commit to an
exact start date for their crops. Not to worry, the
Mexico season started off slow but is going along
great right now. Quality is finally improved from fair
to good.

Specialty Mushrooms – With the

Spring Mix, Baby Leaf & CelloPack – I am very pleased to be back in the Salinas

absence of rain and the arrival of higher
temperatures, Specialty Mushrooms are available on
strictly a hit and miss basis and usually from across
the country or faraway lands.

Heirloom Tomatoes – Good news! The

Valley.
Quality and freshness instantaneously
jumped up a few notches. Everything is plentiful and
looking beautiful. Prices are down a bit due to the
lesser shipping costs.

California Heirloom season starts afresh June.
Until then, Baja Mexico will be sending the best
of their best to hold onto as much of the Heirloom
market share as possible.

Grapes – We will be using Chile Grapes through

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®

the middle of the month at which point Coachella will
start and get us going until the all-important
Delano/Fresno growing area picks up the baton and
takes off.

Apples & Pears – D’Anjou is the current
and primary Pear of choice. I am still waiting to hear
from Delta growers when they plan on making their
first picks of 2019.
Apple inventories continue to hold up well. No one is
projecting any shortages prior to the 2019 harvest.

Mangoes – May is a fantastic month for
Mexico Mangoes. We are also able to promote the
Manilla or Champagne Mango this time of year
because Mexico growers do an excellent job with this
variety as well.

Melons – For a short while longer, I will be
bringing in Melons from Mexico and offshore. At
some point towards the middle of the month, I will
taste test the first lots of California grown and make
the call to continue using imports or switch to
domestic. I can’t wait to once again enjoy an
incredibly sweet and lusciously delicious California
grown Melon.

………. solely about organically grown produce.

The “wet leaf” O-rganic transition into
Salinas is complete and products are
looking beautiful. Around mid-month
additional vegetable items will be
available. This month Bay Cities Produce
will be promoting Coke Farms ORGANIC
STRAWBERRIES. If you have not tried a
flat, you don’t know what you are missing.
They are truly a taste sensation!
The transition of “dry vegetables” (i.e.
Squash, Bell Peppers, Chili Peppers,
Cucumbers) is starting this month. Also,
in Mexico, the transition into Baja, a
significant dry vegetable growing region
will occur simultaneously with the start of
California’s which equates to a wide array
of quality organic vegetables to select
from.
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Veggies &

Berries
GREEN LEAF CROWNS & BETTER BURGER LEAF –
I am ecstatic that I can now make a call and
the next day receive pallets of fresh and
gorgeous looking Green Leaf Crowns and
Better Burger Leaf from nearby Salinas. It
sure makes all of us a bit happier.

BROCCOLINI - ASPIRATION – Supply will be
tight for maybe…. just maybe a week.
Everyone is awaiting the fields to fully
mature. After which, we will be good to go
for a long stretch.
BROCCOLI & CAULIFLOWER FLORETS – Good
quality.
Ample supply.
Fair demand.
Reasonable pricing levels.
“7 X 6 ” HEARTS OF ROMAINE – Quality is
excellent and a super item to promote. Who
doesn’t enjoy a correctly made Cesar
Salad?

STRAWBERRIES

The four primary
Strawberry growing areas in California;
Oxnard, Santa Maria, Watsonville & Salinas,
are prepped and ready for the deluge of
Mother’s Day orders. Color, quality and
flavor is projected to be outstanding. This
also applies to ORGANICALLY GROWN
STRAWBERRIES! In the event you require
a Stemberry, I highly suggest you pre-order
early; otherwise, the likelihood of you
missing out runs rather high.

RASP, BLUE & BLACK BERRIES –
Raspberries & Blackberries – are scheduled
to ship up from Mexico until the 1st or 2nd
week of the month. At that point, the
transition to Northern California grown will
occur and immediately replace them.
Blueberries
Blueberries
Florida and
Watsonville
start.

SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS – Snow Peas
are now being supplied to us from both
Guatemala and Mexico. Growers from the
two growing regions are fierce competitors
and doggedly go after market share and
bragging rights.
I recently opened my first boxes of Salinas
grown Snap Peas and as expected; the first
picks are smaller than ideal in size. No
worries, the situation will quickly rectify
itself with each new offering.

–

– For the next couple of weeks
will be available from Mexico,
Georgia. Then, the Northwest,
and Salinas are scheduled to
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JEFF’S
TRIVIA QUEST

The race is often called “the run for the
roses” on account of the blanket of roses
draped over the winner.it is also known in
the united states as “the most exciting two
minutes in sports”. It is the first leg of the
American Triple Crown and is followed by
the Preakness stakes and the Belmont stakes
and yes at 1:59 “secretariat” still holds the
record back in 1973. So put your derby hat
on and let’s get to the trivia.
1) What is the traditional beverage of the
Kentucky derby?
A) Long island ice tea
B) Manhattan
C) Mint julep
2) What are the food venues called?
A) Chow wagon
B) Wagon trains
C) Chow downs
Fax

or email me with the answer and win a
great prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answers to last month’s trivia was A) poached
B) potato
The muffin is split into halves and topped with ham or
bacon, a poached egg and covered with hollandaise
sauce. There are several variations on the dish, with
the ham replaced by mushrooms in Portobello
benedict and by avocado in huevos benedict. The
latter dish also adds salsa sauce to the hollandaise
sauce. Nowadays, other veggies are added to a
Spanish omelet pea and onions are regularly included.
The Spanish name for the dish is tortilla, but the name
is often adapted to distinguish it from the Mexican
tortilla, made from corn, which is a totally different
eating experience.
Congratulations to our trivia winners:
Eva @ Millie’s kitchen, Annette @ Veritable
Vegetable, Marcella @ Strizzi’s, Cindy @
Vegiworks, Alfredo @ Washington Hospital,
Martha @ Executive Inn, Imelda @ Miraglia
catering, Nohemi @ Ronaker’s, Joanne @ Spike’s
Produce.
May celebrity birthdays:
Dwayne Johnson
George Clooney
Melissa Gilbert
Joan Collins
Joe Namath

2nd
6th
8th
23rd
31st

47
58
55
86
76

Actor
Actor
Actress
Actress
Athlete

“March winds and April showers bring forth may
flowers” English proverb

BAY CITIES PRODUCE, INC.
2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

